Stochastic models for aggregation processes.
Three models are presented, which describe the aggregation of objects into groups and the distributions of groups sizes and group numbers within habitats. The processes regarded are pure accumulation processes which involve only formation and invasion of groups. Invasion represents the special case of fusion when only single objects - and not groups - join a group of certain size. The basic model is derived by a single parameter, the formation probability q, which represents the probability of an object to form a new group. A novel, discrete and finite distribution that results for the group sizes is deduced from this aggregation process and it is shown that it converges to a geometric distribution if the number of objects tends to infinity. Two extensions of this model, which both converge to the Waring distribution, are added: the model can be extended either with a beta distributed formation probability or with the assumption that the invasion probability depends on the group size. Relationships between the limiting distributions involved are discussed.